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Docfusion, driving the Digital Agenda in the Banking Industry

With ever evolving legislation Banks must
reduce regulatory operating costs and
eliminate the cost of non-compliance without
impacting time to market. This combined with
mounting security risks, operational
inefficiency, rising expectations and the need to
drive down operational costs, makes the
challenge even more formidable.
Competition with nimble new Fintech
companies is disrupting the industry and is
causing some banks to create a parallel IT
infrastructure which is costly and unnecessary.
Over 65% of IT projects in banks will fail against
their initial promises and over 50% of all the
IT projects will fail to ever create shareholder
value. Shadow IT costs are on the rise with
employees striving to use the newest and
greatest products and tools.

While we all understand that traditional banks need to improve across the board and that
becoming digital is a prerequisite for success, this does not mean ditching legacy systems and
procuring and implementing a whole new IT landscape. Nobody will disagree that Cloud has
increased compute power and that the processing of Big Data and AI can provide massive benefit,
however the real battle ground is on the face of the Customer.

Todays customers are less worried about cost than having a
frictionless omnichannel experience. Retail banking, corporate
banking, wealth management, loans and mortgage processes all need
a massive transformation to provide hyper personalized customer
service at scale.
At their core, banks need to maximise emphatic
customer experience with workflow driven
processes and dynamic rules which simplify and
expedite the banking experience for all customers.
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Will Covid-19 signal the end of the bank branches or personalized business
banking? Nobody really knows the answer to this question, but one thing is sure; a
seamless digital, personalized, efficient and remote customer experience is the key
to survival, not to success. Not withstanding this, Covid-19 has changed the world
and how we perceive things forever. Some companies have given their employees
the right to work from home forever.

Against the backdrop of the above, I am sure that you will be shocked to hear
that according to research firm Forrester, over 70% of business processes are
paper and email based. Document templates are stored in multiple locations
and can be as primitive as multiple people’s hard drives. This flouts with risk
and compliance and causes havoc for internal content owners such as legal,
marketing, technical and other corporate content
owners.

70%

This results in customers receiving unprofessional digital or paper documentation with outdated
logo’s, styling and legal terms and often has the customer print documents, fill them in manually,
scan and return to sender. Equally upsetting to customers is that the bank has is not prepopulated
their information, and often omnichannel communications are chaotic.

In addition to this, new customers and customers looking at additional products are faced with a
plethora of manual documents that are time consuming, unprofessional, and sloppy.
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All of the above leads to problems, best illustrated in the following diagram.

No ability to Low
digitally sign productivity

These were the problems that legacy systems such as SAP, SalesForce and others were supposed to
solve. In reality, while these systems are great at optimizing internal processes, but when it comes
to processes that are non-standard or which cross organizational boundaries they are found
lacking. This is the gap that Document Automation and Generation fills.
The need for banks to unleash commercial innovation and maintain a competitive edge, through
rapid time to market, customer obsession and operational excellence, is not a holy grail but an
achievable ambition.
Banks need to begin with the question of, “What does being digital really mean?”.
Document Generation and Automation, combined with Smart Workflow and Digital Signatures is
a step in the right direction. Banks must stop trying to bend legacy systems into something they
were never designed to be, while also avoiding throwing the baby out with the proverbial bath
water.
Any Document Automation and Generation system must have the following attributes:

1. It must have an easy
to use Forms component.

2. It must provide workflow
competency or integrate into the clients
existing workflow system

3. It must provide
digital signatures.

4. It must provide or
integrate back into the clients DMS.

The above needs are well captured by what we refer to as the Pillars of Digital transformation

The Five Pillars of Digital Transformation are listed below:
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Document
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The genesis of docfusion® is document generation and automation but by necessity, it has become
a low code platform which automates the interaction between digital forms, workflow, document
generation, digital signatures and document management. This is achieved by integrating with your
legacy systems and delivering on the initial promise of digital transformation.

Digital Forms
Data input forms allow you collect information about a person or organization that will kickstart a
process or set of activities. Forms have no intelligence in their own right but provide basic data that is
not available through different means. A form may capture a person’s name address and telephone
number, it may indicate a persons preference, budget or other such data which is important in
ensuring optimal service. In the most basic, a form may capture a persons identification number, to
forms that require more detailed information.

Workflow
A process is a predefined set of activities that have to be performed to achieve a desired output. In
most paper based organisations this desired output is a completed contract or agreement of types.
For the process to be successful, it should be accurate, timely, and approved by the relevant people.
DocFusion manages the processes from the handoff from legacy systems to interaction with all
parties external to the organization.
DocFusion ensures the accuracy of documents by applying logic to pre-defined fields. It integrates
with most mainstream process automation tools which move the document to different individuals
or stages and ensures that all approvals have been obtained. DocFusion ensures that all information
is completed in the correct fields prior to moving the document to the next stage in the process.

Document Generation
DocFusion generates documents through providing intelligence to a template using its rules based
engine. This rules based engine provides intelligence to the document and removes manual tasks
and duplication of effort. DocFusion has a document template library in the cloud which is
connected to a clause library. DocFusion is role based which means that department dependent (like
legal, Marketing) company clauses can be maintained by different users (roles).
Another key feature of DocFusions document generation capability is the ability to link data to the
documents through smart connectors and API’s. Again all manual work is automated and there is
never any duplication of effort.
This ensures the automation of work through automatic document population. Accuracy is ensured
through the consistent application of a predefined rule-set. Security is ensured through controlled
access authorized individuals to predefined sections of the document.
Process maturity is driven through these document generation features and many process steps are
fully automated.

Digital Signature
For efficient process automation, documents must be digitally signed. In an age where people work
together across the globe the need for digital signatures is paramount. Digital signatures complete
the digital journey which is the last stage of document approval.
DocFusion’s digital signature capability is fully integrated in the document generation and
signing process which means that the while you create the template you can indicate where the
recipient has to initial and to sign. The workflow capability will enable you to have multiple
people digitally signing the same document based on the designation and levels of authority..

Document Management
DocFusion completes the process by storing the completed document with the data and the digital
signature to the Document Management System (DMS) and sending if required all the relevant data
back to the organisations LOB systems.
With DocFusion data is digitally ingested and is indexed and classified automatically. While the
template is stored in the template repository, the data is transferred to the legacy systems, time
stamped and immutable. These documents can be created on the fly or in batch, depending on the
requirements.

These five pillars will streamline all document- based banking processes in your organization.
Banking companies often have some of the above pillars in place and any solution chosen should
be able to integrate seamlessly but if not, any solutions should be able to cater for all five.

Additional prerequisites for Document Generation
and Automation Systems for Banking include:

01
The ability to have content
owners own their data with
all the security required

02
03

Capability to produce
professional documents, ad
hoc or in batch

A rules engine which
automates the process
outputs

Having a centralized document
template repository

Easy to use without the need for
IT to generate the document
templates

04
05

Connectors which seamlessly
integrate to data on legacy
systems

07

The ability to support
multiple output formats

06

The Business Case For DocFusion
The business case is easily made on multiple levels and all the benefits listed below
are fundamental to the banking industry

1. Customer Experience:

2. Company Reputation:

This is frictionless without the need to print,
sign, scan and return. The available data is
pre-populated so the customer does not
have to duplicate effort.
The document cannot be submitted with
missing fields so there is no to and fro.
Customer communication is seamless and
personalised. Although difficult to quantify,
we believe that this results in higher
customer take on and less
customer churn.

A company’s reputation is based on many
factors, one of the important one’s being
professionalism. Document generation and
automation, drives this professionalism by
ensuring that all document based
interaction, is styled correctly, with the correct
logo’s, correct versions , correct details and
much more. In a digital age where the only
interaction with the outside world is electronic,
ensuring this is a reputational prerequisite.

3. Productivity Improvement:

4. Cost Reduction:

Forrester estimates that over 30 %
of a knowledge workers time is freed up by
having the correct digital documents
available, routed, digitally signed, and
stored.

Docfusion’s rules engine and smart API’s
eliminates the need for data input and
manual intervention. This can save up to 30% of
the effort required to find and update
templates. In addition to this there is normally
big cost reduction through the replacement of
multiple disjointed systems.

5. Risk and Compliance:

6. Omnichannel Marketing:

With DocFusion all data is current
with the correct legal terms, correct
approvals, correct clauses and more.
Up-to-date electronic templates ensure the
correct information the company and
outside parties must provide is in line with
policy and law. A regulation change is
updated once centrally and is immediately
included in all relevant documents.
This reduces legal and other risks and
increases compliance.

DocFusion’s communication
templates ensures consistent messaging
organisation wide. This can be
communicated via web, mobile, SMS and
all other relevant channels. This ensures
consistent messaging and not inconsistent
data from multiple legacy systems.

7. Employee Engagement:

8. Digital and Paperless:

A new employee’s first interaction
with a company is in completing their
employment contract.
DocFusion ensures this is a frictionless
interaction through the automatic
generation of the contract through
pre-population from forms and automated
rule based clause provisioning.

DocFusion not only drives a company’s
digital agenda but also makes it more
environmentally friendly through the
eradication of paper. Many forests can
thank DocFusion for their continued
existence.
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Banks can leapfrog their digital transformation journey by implementing Document Generation and
Automation systems which automate processes and streamlines professional communication with
Customers and other external stakeholders.

Should you be interested in having a more detailed chat please visit our website
www.docfusioncloud.com or email us on info@docfusioncloud.com
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